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ON AK IKERTIAL METHOD OP MEASURING VELOCITIES 

/fhis is a translation of an article written 
by Candidate of Technical Sciences, Associate 
Professor V. N. Drozdovich, of Leningrad Insti- 
tute of Precision Mechanics and Optics, pub- 
lished in Izvestiya Vysshikh Uchebnykh Zayedeniy, 
Priborostroyeniye (Neva of Institutions of Higher 
Education, Equipment Manufacture), No. 3> 1959> 
pages 29-39^7 

Along with the known methods of measuring velocities 
based on the hydrodynamic effect and on the Doppler effect, 
there is at present in wide use a method based on the in- 
tegration of accelerations. The measurement of velocities 
by means of integrating accelarations constitutes the basis 
of the so-called inertial system of navigation which serves 
to determine the complex problem of controlling an object in 
motion along an assigned trajectory /l/. Notwithstanding 
a number of undisputed advantages, the use of the method of 
integrating accelerations under the usual conditions of low 
velocities and considerable time intervals is associated 
with the need to account for a number of systematic and 
fortuitous errors /2/. In this connection it is interesting 
to determine these errors In the instances when they cen 
accurately calculated, or to determine their probability 
characteristics if they are of an accidental nature. 

*'  This article is an attempt to investigate systematic 
errors caused by the Coriolis and centripetal accelerations, 
for the purpose of finding their values in measuring veloc- 
ities during long time intervals. The part played by coulomb 
friction is explained and an estimate is made of static 
errors caused by the forces of coulomb friction. 

Equations of Motion 

Let us imagine a gyroscope in a Cardan suspension 
mounted on a base that is moving with acceleration (Fig. 1}. 
We will assum? that the center of gravity of the gyroscope 
coincides with the fixed point of suspension, and that the 
gyroscope's spin axis is directed upward and makes small 
angles with the vertical. Mounted on the housing of the 
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?o Ja" other-The accelerometers are connected to the 
circuit of moment pick-offs governed by Integral connection 
Shfis we obtain a gyro vertical with Integral correction, 
Sen possesse? «if properties of ari astatic system of 
Automatic control. Thanks to astatism, such a gyro vertical 
vuflssLe fplumb position vith an accoracy to within 

balllStWe wUl'äfX'tl» gyroscope to the horizontal system 
of coordinates »***. the origin of which will *•■*?»*<> 
coincide with its center of inertia (Pig. 2). *e will p.ace 
?he axes «"and oy0 in the plane of the horizon in such a 
manner that they will ^rm together »^"äSoSSi"?«! 
vertically upward, the ^eM-hand syatem of ooordin..es. 
Thereafter vs will assume that the axis of JJtatlon ox xn., 
oS gimba^ of the Cardan suspension coincides £- «£ 
ax,.   For the time being, we will leave ^ orientation of 
the axes ox,  and oy« in the plane of the horizon ^etermineü. 

We will rigidly connect the S7*08eope's housing 
with the system of coordinates «EL, whose «•■ f| »"J^. 
are located in the equatorial P^nj of the g^ojeope ana 
forts a right-hand system of coordinates with axis o| <U 
rccted along the spin axis. Axis 0£ *"■* **ff * ™°01n 

30, With the rotation axis of the gyroscope's housing. 
With this selection of the systems of coordinates 

the gyroscopes housing will be «otlytot«^^ bj 
angles a and B equal to angles ^ ^ (iÄ)'rweCtlV6ly 

We will introduce tne following designations: 
«V is the vector of angular velocity of rotation of the 

system of coordinates0*©^« relative to a certain 
initial system of coordinates j 

«. is the vector of angular velocity of rotation of the 
' system of coordinates oxvjs relative to the horizontal i 

to is the vector of the absolute angular velocity of ro- 
tation of the system of coordinates oxys.; 

«f is the angular velocity of rotation of the gyroscope's 
rotor relative to the housing% 

j   is the polar moment of inertia of the gyroscope's 
~*~ rotor; 
K  is the equatorial moment of inertia of the gyroscope's 
~* rotor toother with the housing! 
M^MyttA Mz are the components of the external torque 

applied to the gyroscope's housing along the axis of 
the system of coordinates oxyzj 



vx and 
vy   are the horizontal components of the object's 

motion velocity relative to the earth's surface; 

w, «»a w» are the horizontal and vertical components, re- 
spectively, of the angular velocity of the earth's 
rotation; 

^ is the angle between the vector £ of the object's 
true velocity and the meridian, reckoned west of 
the meridian; 

V is the angle between axis oj^ and vector v, reckon? 
ed west of axis oxfl; 

jR is the radius of the earth. 
Hereafter we will assume that motion takes place a Ion* 

a large circle, and we will connect axes ox and oy with the 
object in such a manner that axis ox^ extends along°the 
longitudinal axis of the object. Wegwill assume that Y 
remains constant during the entire period of motion. 

Taking into consideration that 

nt m t», -4- m 
C   I       r 

and projecting this vector equality on the axes of the system 
of coordinates oxyz, we find 

o>x — a + I'^cos 'i — <«,. sin Js. 

»> -- fj -f .ti^ cos a f- o,., sin '? sin o. -f- %zcos '4 sin %, (1) 

..»t - > sin -j. 4- »•,., sin 'i os a -f «•«,._,. sin a -f •<•„. cos a cos >, 

where 
«»,,=:««, cos «{* - ik, 

Hereafter we will consider a, ß, a and ß as infinitely 
small values of the same order» Limiting our analysis to 
small oscillations of the gyroscope's axis in the vicinity 
of the vertical and neglecting' terms of higher orders of 
smallness, we obtain, for the projections of absolute 
angular velocity of the gyroscope's housing (?}, linearized 
expressions 



Applying the Resal theorem, we obtain the following equa- 
tions in projection along the axes of the system of co- 
ordinates oxyz of the gyroscope's motion: 

K —fT + J <\ K + r) — J,«, %• = Af r; 

e_ y „^ (<„, -4-*)-f-7(.«..r». = Af v; (3) 

J  at       —" at 

Considering that <o. = «2<'<p and assuming that ^. = 0, 
we get 

«/(•x+^)"»/<p «=//«» const. (4) 

We fu.ther assume that /==/„ and neglecting the 
nutational frrms in Eqs. (3), we obtain the following equa- 
tion of motion on the basis of (4): 

Hmy = Mx\ ~ H«>x - My. (5) 

Torques Mx   and M.   represent here values which are 
proportional to the integrals of accelerations measured by 
the accelerometers. The coefficients should be selected in 
such a way as to make ballistic deviations minimal. The 
latter requirement is equal to the fulfillment of the 
Schüler condition« 

Projecting ell accelerations on axes ox and ov_, in- 
cluding the acceleration of the force of gravity which we 
will consider to be directed along the earth's radius, we 
obtain the following expressions for Mx   and Mv • 

Mt = kJ(Wx~g$)dt + Mtx; 
o 

(6) 

0 



Here g is tha acceleration of the force of gravity neglect- 
's no> £Ke  centripetal acceleration) «„.»-rt„ 
W and V are the components of the acceleration vector 

in absolute motion along axis ox and oy;     ™nir* to 
M  and M  are certain supplementary torques applies to 

Ihf gyroscope which should compensate for the horizontal 
component of the earth's rotation; these torques should 
?eReduced hy a calculating-determinating device. 

^Substituting (6) into Eqs. (5) and dividing the 
left-hand and right-hand parts by H, we obtain, on the 
basis of (2!) and (2), 

* \ X 

\ ± «... sin4 -f -7f- + ,,JÄ.a ==» "7T/(tf'«""£{*><" + 7T: 

0 

/ 
(?) 

a+-icos^^^-«»i3 = ~4L/^r + ^fi)#"-TJJf 

Hence it is clear that the supplementary torques should be 
as follows: 

Mu»//ft)i Sinti?; Miy**— //«aicos*. (8* 

In rrler to determine the coefficients of Pjfportion- 
ality k and k , ve will proceed as followst for the time 

b^ing we vill assume that the base is moving along a large 
r^icle on a certain imaginary sphere of radius equal to 
?hi «Jrthtt radius the motion not taking part in the rota- 
Konal motion*Ä earth (2). Then the accelerations W^ 
and W will be in the form 

2 

V, = tV; Wy = ty (9) 

In this case the equations of motion (?) will assume 
a very simple forms 

;-*--£/(",+*■*>*• :(l0) 
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Differentiating these equations with respect to 
time and selecting the undetermined coefficients k and k 

1    2 
in such a way that the equations will not contain accelera- 
tions v and v , we find 

2.  "l 

A,=*a = -£. (11) 

Equations of motion (10) with coefficients k end k 
"12 

from (11) are written as follows after differentiation: 

? + -jjLp=,0: _i'+^a = 0. (12) 

Hence we see that under condition (11) and circum- 
stances discussed above, the gyro vertical will he free 
from ballistic deviations but will perform harmonic oscill- 
ations about the true vertical within a period equal to the 
Schüler period of 84.4 min. 

We will now return to the case of motion along a 
large circle, and assuming that conditions (8) and (11) are 
fulfilled, we will write Eqs. (7) in the following form; 

(13> 
v 

a — 

Accelerations ¥ and W will be somewhat more complex 
x    y 

in these equations than in Eqs. (10), since they will contaii 
In addition to the relative acceleration, also the eentripetr 
and Corlolls accelerations, produced by ,the rotation of the' 
earth. 

Accelerations During Motion Along a Large 
Circle on theHSphere'of the*Earth . 

Assuming that the vector of transfer velocity v lies 
in the plane of the horizon at all times, we will neglect 
the vertical component of the relative acceleration. 

According to the Coriolis theorem, absolute acceler* 
ation can be found from the following formula: 

^?abs = W  tre'nsf +8; rei + W cor      . H> 



The acceleration of transfer motion is a function 
of the rotation of the earth. The vector of this acceler- 
ation lies in the plane of the meridian and its direction 
is Perpendicular to the axis of the earth's rotation, its 
value being dependent on the latitude of the location <F- . 
For its components along the axes of the horizontal system 
of coordinates ox y z , oriented in the manner indicated 

-~*o 0~0 
above, we will have the following expressions: 

U" 

IV 

trans  *= --^"'I5'" -?coS (* + ^ ; 

trans y = i-R^im -' ? sin <V + V : 
(l.")V 

W   trans ,=--^"'L cosB 

The acceleration of the relative motion will be 
centripetal and rotary. The vector of this «^^ration 
will lie in the plane of a large circle and its components 
along the axis of the system of coordinates ox2 z    will 

be written as follows: 

W  rel i* .«•> 

W    Till y=Vyl (MY- 

W  rel  »»---(ij+i-}). 

Finally, the Coriolis acceleration will be a functlor 
of the rotation of the earth and the relative motion of the 
object along the large circle. The vector of this accele. 
ation can be found according to the formula 

W'cor   —SX£ (17) 

Projecting the vector equality (17) along the axes 
of the horizontal system of coordinates, we find the com- 
ponents of the Coriolis acceleration: 

VI" cor *= —-'"'i v,\ 

W  cor ^rr -«»aty. U,s> 

W  cor z=2».,l- !•*+ i'* -sin-'j. 



On the basis of expressions (15), (16) an*J^) *e 
find the components of the vector of absolute acceleration 
along the axis of the horizontal system of coordinates, 
which have the form 

w - #»v"icos W + ■;) - - ma'l'v + lv- 

W — #••>,«'•»-• sin (•> + i) 4- - »•»■.'v* + *V 

u7 = - /?.»-:- T^2",!i,sin'^' 

The designations here are 

= «>; cos -f,   ««a. — ...* sin -i;    v — \  v2
x -f v\.. 

Hereafter, as before, we will neglect the jonspherical 
qhfinp of the earth. It should however, be borne in mind 
Safthe calculation of the deviation of the true shape of 
the earth's surface from a sphere is very Important in a 
quantitative evaluation of errors. acceleration 

Proiectina the components of absolute acceieratiuii 
along the axesllyi connected with the «yi-oacope-s ho«»ios, 
anäiejarating TETter«. that obfwoterlw tto oentrlpatal 
and Coriolis accelerations, we obtain, in flJJ* *pP*r?:£ 
Uon, tne following expressions for accelerations acting 
on the accelerometers: 

wx^W; + Vx\ 

wy=w*+iy. 
0-><>) 

where 
\T* " tt-v1'*cos (•', + •;) - 2 "* i>. 

W"J := ANV"isin (-V +■ t) + - m* ^ 

rrt^rr.r,aMnn of Errors Produced by^entrjpjstal 
-~ gnd Coriolis Accelerating. 

Analyzing the simplest case °£ »JS?11*1^^^!6 

This does not mean, however, that we will get at tne 
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outüut of each accelerometer an accurate value of the 
vllScitfcomponent. This could happen only in the case 
of z<*ro init.-al conditions for Eqs. (12) of the g}ro 
«rtl£l«S f tlon. But if the initial condition« are 
different than zero, the gyro vertical will Produce 
harmonic oscillations, which will result in an error of 
velocity measurement that also changes according to the 
harmoni^function^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^§ 

we will get the following solution from the first Eq. (12): 

The magnitude of the oscillation error of velocity 
measurement equals 

( -.1,1——* 

The error of measurement of the velocity v is determined 
2 

in exactly the same manner. 
It is interesting to note that the amplitude of 

this oscillation error is proportional to the- magnitude 
of the first cosmic velocity of a zero-latitude satellite 
vhich, as is known, equals I gR  . Regardless of this, the 
error amplitude can, in principle, be made as small as 
desired, by means of decreasing the initial angle or 
deviation &> . The systematic nature of this error makes 
possible it& elimination, if only it does not become dis- 
torted in the process of motion under the effects of 
accidental disturbances. m«4.«rt„ fiinno. thP Let us now return to our case of motion along tne 
surface of the earth and attempt to determine «^effect 
of centripetal and Coriolis accelerations. Substituting 
the expressions for V end ¥ from (20) into Eqs. (13), we 
obtain ~x 

t 

0 (24 > 
t 

*__ ■ ! ((W + Ar*)d' 
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Differentiating Equs. (24), we obtain the equations- 
of motion of the gyro vertical, 

. g u I w/>-. 
p -f m,% 4- "»2* 4 /?" ■' —" "7? .*• ,,r 

a „ m2i - *»,?  4 -/,. a —   A> **> 

We assume that we know the steady motion of the gyro 
vertical and its corresponding quotient solution: 

*, = *,(/); ?, = ?,<0. <26> 

Then, stating|=a- a., rP~'^e can write the equations 
in variations which reflect the small oscillations of the 
pyro vertical about the steady motion (26). The equations 
will be held in the following form of variations: 

■>!, -+■ <«2; -f- "'•'' ^—p Yt ~ v". 
(27) 

i — ».at| — «*•/', 4 /<f - — o • 
The equations obtained (2?) are analogous to Eqs. (12) 
which determine the oscillation error. Unlike the latter, 
Eqs. (27) are dependent. The terms containing the multipl. 
M>2 are very small if the relative velocity v is small, ana 
they can be discarded. Without considering in detail the 
analysis of Eqs. (27), we only wish to note that the 
OBCillations of error will take place within two periods, 
24' hours and 84.4 min and that they are of a pulsating 

'in order to calculate the errors produced by centri- 
petal and Coriolis accelerations, we have formulas 

\ -> (28) 

6vf~f{W*+g*r)dt, 
' Ü     ' 

where 

W* = k<»,«>, cos (-'J 41) — 2 <"ivy. 

- Wy = #<»>«>, sin (; 4 •;) 4 2 «>2 vx. 

In order to calculate the errors according to 
formulas (28) it is first necessary to find the quotient. 

— 10 _ 



«nintion (26) of Eqs. (25). For this purpose, it is first 
of all Secessary to concern ourselves with the laws govern- 
ingtLToUon of the object. Formulas (28) can be present- 
ed in the following form on the basis of Eqs. (25)« 

Ai.r = /?(»2B, + ?r>: 
(29) 

At constantly small magnitudes of velocities v and 
x 

v , the functions W*(t) and W* (t) will be slowly changing 
""V x     y 
functions of time? accordingly,«», and h will also be slowly 
chsngin^ functions of time. Under these conditions, we can 
approximately state 

where a - - 
tr* \r 

'ir ^ — 
z   " tr 

Assuming, for example, 

; \. — 10 MfceK;    v v - 0:    ? — 60*;    A» = 6.4 ■ 1 (>" M ; 

,«5 = 7.3. io- ■• l/<vv. y -f -,=(). 

we will obtain 

w* __ 64 . 10,-.. 73* 0.87 - 0.5 • KV-10 - 2 - 7.3 • 987 • 10"' ■ 10 = 

= 0.0136 M;  Sec2    W\* = 0: 

v  5 6.4 • 10" • 7,3 ■ 10--'1 • 987 1.4 • IO-* ^ 0.67 m/Sec. A i\ x 0. 

This example shows that errors produced by centripeta 
and Coriolls accelerations must be taken into account. 

The Effect of Coulomb Friction 

It is a known fact that friction in the bearings of 
suspension of the sensing element plays an important part 

11 
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in most precision gyroscopic devices. The accuracy and 
sensitivity of the device depends in large measure on 
coulomb friction, and this makes it necessary to develop 
rstsficially sensitive bearings. 

In this connection, it is interesting to estimate 
the effect of the forces of coulomb friction on the accuracy 
of velocity measurement in sn inertial system. For this 
purpose, ve vill consider the simplest case of motion of the; 
base, when Coriolis and centripetal accelerations ere absent 
Turning to the equations of motion (10) applicable to this 
case under conditions (11), and taking into account the 
friction torque in the bearings of Cardan suspension, ve 
obtain the following equations of motion: 

0 

idt~— /'< Signa; 

r 

Hereof and 02 are the torque forces of coulomb 
friction referred to the gyroscope's kinetic moment, 
1   f! 

It is not difficult to see that coulomb friction 
does not change the position of dynamic equilibrium of 
the gyro vertical. Matters are different with integrators, 
at the outputs of which we will have, in addition to 
useful components of the measured velocity, also supplemen- 
tary components which compensate for friction torque. These 
supplementary components will appear as static errors, 
produced by friction torques M and M . The limit values 

"fx    fy_ 
of static errors of measuring the velocity components will 
be as follows: 

Ma, It 
(32) 

Let us assume, for example, thati-W',' '--0,0lm/sec; 
the corresponding drift produced by coulomb friction will 
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be equal to 

Mtf       j*£ii- m   Ä-l.r.-K) - l/sec. 
 CL —T,      -■'  f, ,1.1 IS»' 

// 
0.4 10*' 

„H ,, nie-nr  that the requirement applicable to 

bearings of modern precision gyrocompasses. 

Conclusions 

The introduction of integral correction satisfying 
^e Schüler condition is insufficient to obtain an accurate 
^c bcnuxfci ™ -  1t hv the method of inertia durin6 
ue^Ure??Sn- f lS°e circle  iS order to compensate for 

cellerations, it is necessaij     fiPCount the parameters additional devices which take into account tne P 
nf th«» trai^ctory and the position of the ODjecx «^"e ■ 

Integral correction ensures absence of errors of 
velocityraetsure^ent, errors vhlch increase without linut 
with the passage of time. 
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